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culture as an urban planning tool

as an urban planning tool, we should learn how culture and city interact, especially in the planning ... When writing about culture man will think about these main key words : art, music, ..... population and then work efficiently with its citizen. 
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In this paper, we will talk here about the interaction between urban planning and local culture. Culture is often only seen as a component of the city and planners understand it as an independent part to be treated in urban planning, just like housing or transportation. But Beijingʼs ancient master plan shows how culture and tradition can directly affect urban planning. On the other hand, the city affects directly its inner culture. Thus, to use culture as an urban planning tool, we should learn how culture and city interact, especially in the planning fields. From a planning point of view, especially when regulating, we will have to answer if slum culture is culture and if we have to keep slums “alive”. These issues could be apprehend in a broader perspective : how can city makers can be get inspired from local culture to build more sustainable neighborhoods. To do that, this paper will first set the definition of culture and what relies beneath urban planning. After that, we will attempt an historical overview of the interaction between culture and urban planning in India. This brief description will then be used as a background for a focus on nowadaysʼ interaction between culture and city planning in India, illustrated by a few examples of indian urban culture. This urban culture will deal here with street popular culture, which is very strongly anchored in India. This environment is trusted by spice a profusion of spice and iconography. According to what we will have noticed in different fields of study of urban planners, we will try to draw the link between urban planning and urban culture - and what can be implemented - but also point some issues and dead-end roads that planners should be aware of and avoid.



Defining culture, urban planning fields of study Culture When writing about culture man will think about these main key words : art, music, language, food. However, letʼs have a quick view on different literature definitions. According to CARLA (Center for Advanced Research on Language Acquisition) (CARLA, 2009), the culture is defined as “the shared patterns of behaviors and interactions, cognitive constructs, and affective understanding that are learned through a process of socialization. These shared patterns identify the members of a culture group while also distinguishing those of another group. ”. This definition highlights two main concepts : culture is a part of a process of socialization, which is precisely what a crowded city catalyzes, and culture makes a group inherently distinguish itself from another. This means that urban planners will face different contexts in every city which means they will have to behave in a different way in each cultural group they encounter. The CARLA website also quote Damen L.ʼs definition : "Culture: learned and shared human patterns or models for living; day- to-day living patterns. these patterns and models pervade all aspects of human social interaction. Culture is mankind's primary adaptive mechanism" (Damen L., 2007 : 367). The concept of “adaptation” used here is quite interesting as this is directly a part of the urban planning process : it is a mix of planned land and public space use policies and of unexpected outcomes from citizen coping with the new city which has resulted from planning directives. Finally, let us pick a last general definition of culture given by Linton : "A culture is a configuration of learned behaviors and results of behavior whose component elements are shared and transmitted by the members of a particular society" (Linton, 1945 : 32). These “component elements [...] shared and transmitted” drive us to the problem of acceptation by the population of urban planning decision. The population believes in values but also its own “urban components” which are understood by these people as the present best solutions. This assertion shows that urban planner donʼt only have to be aware of urban culture or even use it as a tool but also have to understand its specificities in order to make the good decision which will be supported by the citizens and then will be efficient.
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Fields of study in urban planning Urban planning is literally understood as planning the city. The very beginning of city planning in Europe came with the master plan of Barcelona designed by Cerda. This master plan had completely modified the cityʼs morphology and participated strongly to create its urban culture. So did Haussmann in Paris. In the case of Paris, planners designed so called “Boulevard” which, for the first time in Parisʼ history, proposed tree promenades. This lead the parisian population to have a walk on sunday along greenmade streets. More recently, Berlinʼs reunification breed a massive squat expansion in the eastern part, due to impressive concrete buildings without their residents anymore. These examples show how changing urban forms in a city influences strongly its local urban culture. We will analyze this again when looking at the case study of India. When explaining city planning, planners with an english background would essentially think in master plans whereas french planners may link city planning to land use policies. Planners influence cityʼs culture but are also strongly influenced by the national or even local culture they have and by their own planning society culture. Beyond projects they design, urban planners can have different backgrounds : engineer, architect, social scientist, economist. This last very brief listing shows the diversity of approaches and the necessity of defining our field of study. Our main discussion will be about the cityʼs sustainability, which essentially means land use policies, housing, transportation, water network, garbage collect, metropolis strategy and city ordinances for a clean environment. As a cross theme, the public space will also be studied here. Culture and planning Most of the time, culture is understood as a component of cityʼs life as a consumer product designed by artists. Planners are starting to take into account the popular urban culture like street skating culture, “flash mobs”, graffitis or pavement art. Nevertheless, planners propose actions to favor culture and arts but those are not comprehended as a mean to reach other urban planning goals. This paper will essentially focus on urban culture in the shared public space. How can we imagine that the popular culture which appeared in the street can help making a better city in other fields like transportation or land use. We will try then to show how planners can use these local initiatives to strengthen the city. Despite of interesting urban culture facts, man should be aware of the question of modernism and culture. When looking at some cities in developing countries, we observe a strong culture in slums and in any poor area necessitating community solidarity and creativity. Planners, when trying to eradicate poverty, should consider these community cultures instead of ignoring them. This is particularly true for the case that we will study : India. Poverty, illustrated by slum areas or “pavement dwellers”, is creating itʼs own culture. The government is fighting poverty but in the same time will probably destroy useful “slum culture”, like garbage recycling in Mumbai. Even if people recycling garbage should be treated in a better way, offering them a way to continue their activity in a safer and healthier way could be the best answer as cities are struggling with raising large amounts of garbage. If slums could be seen as an outcome of developing countries, Newman and Kenworthy (Newman & Kenworthy, 1999) show how Asian cities have a higher population density than almost all the “western” cities. This urban specificity shows how the overall asian culture has strongly influenced the urban form. Planners can enthusiastically now propose mass transit systems in Asia which fit quite well the citiesʼ morphology. However, the large amount of bikes used in Bangkok or Shanghai is also showing that the typical metro solution can not be taken as the ultimate solution to resorb traffic congestion. This tends to show again how western transit systems can not be directly translated into Asian cities contexts. Concerning culture and planning, I would like to write a few words about tourism. The cityʼs culture and its landmark are completely participating to the tourism strategy of a 3



municipality. By planning community cultural center, museum connected to the population, planners and decision makers are creating a strong city identity which puts culture first with the goal of attracting more tourists. Even if this part is not our main focus here, it has to been mentioned as a great outcome of the synergy between culture and urban planning.



Culture and city in history India has a strong urban culture, even if most of its population is in rural areas. We will first have a look to an article about urban terminology which underlines some key points about how planners are involved and should understand culture and influence it. A brief overview of ancient India, its post-colonial era and migration to citiesphenomenon will also show the importance of culture in Indians cities all along History. Urban terminology Amitabh Kundu and Somnath Basu give clues of urban terminology process linked to local culture in a UNESCO report : “basic process [...] are the same or similar, [but] their manifestations vary significantly across states and districts due to regional specificities” (Amitabh Kundu and Somnath Basu, 1999). They also explain that words defining the cityʼs component not only vary from a city to another but also from a dialect to another. This tends to show how culture and language play an important role in urban planning, along different processes and approaches. The authors take first the example of the Delhi Land Use management. In cities where this type of approach has not been implemented, this whole set of land use terminologies is absent from the popular vocabulary. The absence of urban process makes the urban language poorer but there are also difference when some urban components exists : Municipality Lease agreements are different in Bombay and in Delhi. This is illustrated by two different descriptions : “pugree” and “deposit”. These clearly show different housing practices which directly affect the way an urban planner should design a housing project. In a way, planners have understand these nuances as the article says : “Sometimes, [...] policy makers used vernacular terms to capture the local specificity of the situation.”. This assertion makes quite obvious the necessity to adapt to the culture so planners can understand the underlying process which are at stake in a specific city. Let us give a last example : little and medium cities have been named in different manners : “ganjs, muffassil towns, manditowns, kasbas, ...”. This reflects also city morphology corresponding correspond to an urban size. If we had to sum up this article, it tends to show that urban planning has its own language, according to the local context. In order to be more efficient, planners should learn to speak this language and propose new words that could be understood easily in the local context, and used in everyday conversations. Urban Planning in ancient times Urban planning has been part of the Indian culture since a long time ago. 3 000 years ago, Indus cities were really developed as Kosambi said : “Nowhere else was civic organization of such complexity and excellence to be found so carefully planned at so early a date.” (Kosambi, 1965 : 49). The following quote also try to stress on the fact that urban planning was part of Indiaʼs history right from its start : “The indus cities show town planning of a truly amazing nature. Besides the straight streets meeting at right-angles, there was a superb drainage system for carrying away rain-water and cesspools for clearing sewage.” (Kosambi, 1965 : 49). We could then talk about urban planning influencing history. And it already used some local specificities like the dry red brick to build houses. We should assume then that there was already a processing going on between culture and planning. Recent milestones in India urban history After Indiaʼs independence in 1947, there was a need to recover the city from its colonial english footprint. This meant a rebuild of culture and a strong colonial deny. This way of 4



thinking helps Indian culture renewal but also strongly reduce the urban culture coming from the english era. An other phenomena that happened during the following industrialization of India is the migration of tribes to cities. Mustafa Kamal Akand took the example of the Paharia hill tribe and explain their adaptation to urban life : "in order to establish viable coping strategies to deal with the complexities of urbanization, the Paharia have adapted other elements of their culture such as treating illness and healing, communication methods and language use, and other material and non material components" (Mustafa Kamal Akand, 2005 : 50). This adaptation created a new part of the urban culture. Letʼs quote an other sentence to illustrate what their culture bring to the urban planner : "Housing and physical conditions are different from the previous rural setting." (Mustafa Kamal Akand, 2005 : 50). In other words, the gathering of migrants in cities have created a brand new culture about house construction. Planners should assimilate these cultures in order to propose creative solutions of housing that will fit to the local context, enhance it and also give the opportunity to citizen to use their own knowledge to build houses. Coming closer to today, I would like to mention the representation of Hyderabad (regional indian capital) in the Telugu film industry. According to Srinivas, one Telugu film have an “ example of a particular type of realism, characterized by a close attention to the cityʼs geography (e.g. naming of streets where action is set) and local culture (dialect speech) [...]. The cityʼs urban landscape, including its narrow, labyrinthine lanes and ʻIraniʼ restaurants, became the staging ground for the filmʼs action” (Srinivas, 2008 : 91). Cinema has then the power to show city as producers want. But movies can also influence the urban culture and citiesʼ morphology as this quote explains it : “ The old city, however, has been represented as a space for criminals” (Srinivas, 2008 : 92). Films have a certain approach of the “old city” and then are influencing peopleʼs mind about historical centers. If we should reformulate that, culture and films are influencing how citizens conceptualize their city and then can help or not urban planners in their task. There are also recent examples of european cities sponsoring movies : this is part of their communication strategy. But this is not influencing so deeply the city and its inner culture but more how stranger look at the city identity.



Street culture in India today These important changes in history and in Indiaʼs national context have strongly influenced cities. However, we will focus here on citiesʼ popular culture which out-comes from these great historical changes. Slums and recycling culture Resulting from the latest migrations and from a high level of poverty, huge slums appeared in most of Indian cities. In order to survive, people created a recycling process and then developed it. They such develop that this is seen as a cultural aspect of Indiaʼs slums. A BBC article called “Recycling slum faces redevelopment” explains the dilemma between keeping a certain recycling culture and “modernized” slums. This quote “Walking through Dharavi, [...], it is difficult to find anything that is not recycled here.” (BBC, 18/04/2008) shows how things are all recycled at a high level here. Some people then suggest that the recycling process could be threatened by a urban redevelopment of the Dharavi slum. Alluding cultural issues, “environmentalists believe that this is only a threat. They say that if Dharavi is redeveloped, the waste will not lie on the roads of Mumbai because there is a culture of recycling existing within every household.”. This highlights a key aspects of this paper : how can an urban planner make the difference between fighting poverty and keep local culture alive. They should then analyze and pick up what is really culture and find a separating line between poverty issues and local urban culture of this same poor area. When redeveloping, we have to keep in mind cultural specificities and focus on poverty features. 5



Vehicular art, reflecting a cultural group in the city In his article, Swati Chattopadhyay analyzes the concept of paintings on privately operated bus as an urban culture (Swati Chattopadhyay, 2009). The author explains how this activity takes place at the fringe of the city of Calcutta and how this concerns middle and low incomes populations. Once set the context, the author aims to comprehend the bus art and its relation to the urban milieu. The author includes the bus art as a part of the changes that appeared these last decades, since the independence. It is partly due to mass education and communists ruling in Bengal. He raises a quite simple question then : “how space and power are negotiated by people who find themselves marginalized in the city ?” (Swati Chattopadhyay, 2009 : 111). This shows that a group of people within the city developed their own culture to cope with the situation, especially in the “space” devoted to them. On the other hand, the idea of “power” tends to demonstrate that urban planners should get this popular culture in a comprehensive way in order to pay respect to this population and then work efficiently with its citizen. Writing on the bus “could be interpreted as a brilliant exposition of the contradiction of modernity, of the impossibility that resides at the very center of the values we hold dear: mobility, progress, development, and the logic of cause and effect” (Swati Chattopadhyay, 2009 : 115). These values are strongly linked to urban planning, especially mobility and development. We probably should get inspired from these reflections to think about these themes in an other way but also take into account peopleʼs thoughts to help and drive them to an improved city. Governing, using popular culture This leads us to the first overlapping area between culture and urban planning which is all about governing. Swati Chattopadhyay quotes different phrases taken from the buses : messages like “donate blood” or “save green, be green” are helping educating citizen but messages sponsored by the State Transport Authority also appear like “drive safely” (Swati Chattopadhyay, 2009 : 126). This is the first application that urban planners can think in : a new popular communication media which could help explaining urban projects and policies. It could also give some food for thoughts in a more general way. Painting on buses is not only a matter of communicating with citizens, “Vehicular art speaks both to its own constituency, and to the middle class, sharing a common vocabulary” (Swati Chattopadhyay, 2009 : 129) : it is also a great lever to get a large part of the population on a same urban project. This culture is unifying people and could really be used to convince people but also to dialog with a large panel of them. Finally, the author emphasizes this idea by explaining how the atypical network connections between people are strengthening any action which can be accepted by members of this kind of network : “What is important here is the need to think of the urban process itself not from the bottom up [...] or from the top down [...], but as a network of horizontal connections forged by subaltern groups,” (Swati Chattopadhyay, 2009 : 113). If planners are able to use these subalterns groups or convince them that planning projects can help them, this could be a strong mean of governance. Vehicular art as part of a whole urban universe Moreover, vehicular art is part of a larger street culture integrated in the public space : it is “a whole range of related urban cultural practices such as wall posters [...], as well as the physical spaces occupied by petty businesses – food stalls, auto-mechanic shops [...]” (Swati Chattopadhyay, 2009 : 116). This culture is a whole universe on its own and creates an integrated economy. But, “ In the eyes of planners and the state, these are the very practices that threaten the social and political order of public space (Rajagopal, 2004).”(Swati Chattopadhyay, 2009 : 116). To sum up, we get here an informal economy facing the cityʼs willpower to get rid of this threat for urban development. But local governments policies which fight this culture for “planning reasons” can also endanger creativity : “The new [municipality] color guidelines that enforce visual homogeneity discourage artistic flourishes and improvisation. “ (Swati Chattopadhyay, 2009 : 118). 6



Planners again have to create flexible enough policies in order to plan the city in a safe way which doesnʼt drive us to a flat cultural area. Again, Swati Chattopadhyay insists on the illegal but very social aspect which is around urban mobility and associated culture : “Public transportation in Indian cities is more than a means of transporting goods and people [...]. It provides places to sleep and eat for workers, drivers and bus conductors, most of these activities being not strictly permitted by law” (Swati Chattopadhyay, 2009 : 119). Further than the plannerʼs fear of illegal activities leading to the cityʼs collapse, we should take a look at the public space issues : “Multiple use of public space along vehicular arteries – streets, sidewalks, street ledge and even the wall along the edge – is a common occurrence in these cities” (Swati Chattopadhyay, 2009 : 120). “Modern” planning comes with a concept which establishes a hierarchy for streets and aims to build different lanes for different means of transportation. This had led to a car dependency in western cities : the separation of speeds (one lane for cars, one for pedestrians) created more deadly accidents and breed neighborhood ghettos because of not crossable zones. Then the India street culture presented here is stressing how people can live together on a same street. Shared streets have already been implemented in the United Kingdom recently, showing how this “modern planning” policy has reached its limits. Even if this street culture show advantages, authorities still look at this environment as a threat for the public space safety : “periodic drives to clear streets and sidewalks from ʻencroachmentʼ are conducted by municipal authorities, yet, [...], the displaced groups reoccupied their space after having negotiated their claim [...] with city council members,”(Swati Chattopadhyay, 2009 : 120). This quotation tends to stress that the populationʼs will is strong enough to counter city planning decisions. Finally, outcomes of this street culture linked to buses could be approached from the land use point of view : “The buses are not manufactured in an assembly line. They are handcrafted [...] in the suburbs of Calcutta [...].” (Swati Chattopadhyay, 2009 : 121). Linked to this, there is the question of ruling the pollution emission going to the ground in the garages plot. How can urban planners can keep this handcraft tradition alive and in the same time insure an environment-friendly activity. The second question related to culture and land use is that the local economical context can strongly influence the urban cultureʼs future : “As the locality has undergone rapid urbanization [...], and land values have skyrocketed, there is considerable market pressure on small proprietors and businesses in the area.” (Swati Chattopadhyay, 2009 : 122). It is also urban plannersʼ duty to give this bus manufactures in town the opportunity to preserve the basis of vehicular art. Street Food An article from Da Costa focuses on the ban on street food in India (Da Costa, 2007). According to the author, the street food culture put everybody together, despite Indiaʼs huge social disparities. Swati Chattopadhyay also mentioned it in the paper : “vendors who illegally set up shop on sidewalks along the major arteries in the southern part of the city, carrying on a vibrant informal economy that provides livelihood, goods and services to a vast number of people” (Swati Chattopadhyay, 2009 : 112). This second quotation reinforce the link between economy and culture and give one more reason to talk about culture as an essential part of the city. In concrete terms, Da Costaʼs article reminds us that vendors will have to apply for a license to sell food. We can ask the question of advantages and disadvantages of this license policy : could it kill the street food culture as Da Costa fears or is it a necessary ordinance to fight poverty and health issues?



Opportunities for urban planners and clearing points We did not focus on culture as an implementation of urban planning and neither we developed the technical part of urban planning linked to culture : different house building methods, high density cities. However, we introduce first how urban planningʼs terminology 7



influences culture and vice versa then give a very brief overview of how urban history and urban planning are really mixed. The late process of migration of tribal people in town or the room given to city in indian movies show also other contributions of culture in the process of “making the city”. Then we picked up examples of street culture in indian cities, especially around Delhi and Calcutta. We first analyze urban slums and how they can contribute to a new urban culture concerning recycling waste. But in the same time, planners have to eradicate poverty and redevelop these slums. Forward, vehicular art proved to be a wide cultural theme which reflects many urban planning issues, first of them governance and public space share. Again, city authorities tend to eradicate this environment linked to public transportation without evaluating how poor and middle class people benefit from this system. Finally, the case of street food culture shows exactly the same : by ruling activities, there is a high risk that local street culture collapses. To sum up, may I say that urban planning is a social sponge which processes different kind of field of study. Urban culture ; which could be tribal culture, movies, popular street culture ; is also part of these inputs. As the terminology article highlighted it, this interaction is real in both ways. However, plannersʼ tendency to rule every single activity in the city should be taken down. These experts should get the cultural specificities, keep it as a reminder, and then rule land use or transportation. Slums should be transformed to eradicate poverty but it should keep its identity. As urban planners, we should not think about how to rule land use and other fields but how can we contribute to the cityʼs process by helping improving peopleʼs urban activities.
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